The Relationship between the Isocapnic Buffering Phase and Ventilatory Threshold in Endurance Athletes and Team Sport Athletes during an Incremental Exercise Test
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ABSTRACT

Background. There is sparse literature examining the ICB phase of aerobic- and anaerobic-trained athletes. Measurements of ICB phase values of athletes can help to evaluate the sport’s physiological demands and understand the physiological adaptations in response to physical training. Objectives. The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between the isocapnic buffering (ICB) phase and the maximal oxygen uptake (VO_{2max}) as well as the ventilatory threshold (VT) in trained athletes. Methods. Twenty-eight male endurance athletes and forty male team sports athletes underwent an incremental treadmill test to determine their VT, respiratory compensation point (RCP), and VO_{2max}. The ICB phase was calculated as the difference in Oxygen uptake (VO_{2}) between the RCP and VT and expressed in either absolute or relative values. Results. The VO_{2max}, maximal running speed, time to exhaustion, VO_{2} at the VT and RCP, running speed at the VT, and VT expressed as %VO_{2max} was higher in the endurance athletes than in the team sport athletes (p < 0.01), whereas the RCP expressed as %VO_{2max} and running speed at the RCP showed similar values in both groups (p > 0.05). Both the absolute and relative ICB phase values were found to be significantly higher in team sports athletes than in endurance athletes (p < 0.001). The relative ICB phase was significantly negatively correlated with the VO_{2max} (r = 0.517, p < 0.001), the VO_{2} at the VT (r = 0.755, p < 0.001), and the VO_{2} at the RCP (r = 0.517, p = 0.001). Conclusion. The current findings suggest that, for trained athletes, the magnitude of the ICB phase is more closely related to the VT rather than the VO_{2max} and RCP. Presumably, the high-intensity intermittent-type exercises performed by team sports athletes may have improved their buffering capacity, leading to a shift in the RCP without a change in the VT, and consequently enhancing the ICB phase.
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INTRODUCTION

The ventilatory threshold and respiratory compensation point have been widely used to monitor the training status of endurance athletes and to prepare their training program by determining three training intensity zones (1). During incremental exercise, the anaerobic
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athletes (including 11 soccer, 13 volleyball, 6 basketball and 10 handball players) from the Turkish League volunteered to participate in the study. All athletes had trained and competed regularly for at least 3 years. The demographic characteristics of the endurance athletes and the team sport athletes are given in Table 1. The Erciyes University Medical Faculty Ethics Committee approved this study. All testing procedures were fully explained, and written informed consent was obtained from each subject. All measurements took place at the High Altitude and Sports Science Research and Implementation Center at Erciyes University.

| Table 1. The physical characteristics of the endurance athletes and team sport athletes (Mean ± SD). |
| Age (year) | Endurance athletes | 17.9 ± 2.3 | Team sport athletes | 20.3 ± 2.8 |
| Height (cm) | 170.7 ± 5.6 | 170.7 ± 5.6 | 182.5 ± 6.9 |
| Body Mass (kg) | 62.5 ± 7.1 | 62.5 ± 7.1 | 73.6 ± 10 |

Incremental Treadmill Test. The maximal oxygen uptake (VO₂max), VT and RCP were determined from a progressive intensity and continuous effort treadmill protocol. All tests were performed on a motorized treadmill (h/p/Cosmos Quasar med, Nussdorf-Traunstein, Germany). Oxygen uptake (VO₂), carbon dioxide output (VCO₂) and minute ventilation (VE) were measured online using a breath-by-breath cardiopulmonary exercise testing system (Quark PFT Ergo, CosmedSrl, Rome, Italy). Before each test, ambient conditions were measured, and the gas analyzers and turbine flowmeter were calibrated with known certified gas concentrations (16 %O₂, 5 %CO₂, and balanced N₂) and a 3 L calibration syringe, respectively, following the manufacturer’s instructions.

To make sure the athletes were properly warmed up, prepared, and accustomed to the treadmill, each participant had to warm up for 6 min at their own pace. Then, the players were allowed to stop and stretch for approximately 3 min. Following the warm-up, athletes started running at 7 km/h with speed increments of 1 km/h every min until they could no longer keep pace. Endurance athletes were tested at a constant 5% incline on a motorized treadmill, while team sport athletes were tested at a 0% incline. The athletes were instructed to run until voluntary exhaustion and were given strong verbal encouragement throughout the test to elicit their best performance.

To reduce noise in the data and to enhance the underlying characteristics, the breath-by-breath VO₂ was smoothed using a five-step average filter and then reduced to 15 s stationary averages for the incremental test. The VO₂max was defined as the highest 15 s VO₂ value reached during the incremental test. Achievement of the VO₂max was considered as the attainment of at least two of the following criteria: 1) a plateau in the VO₂ despite increasing speed, 2) a respiratory exchange ratio (VCO₂/VO₂) above 1.10, and 3) a heart rate (HR) within 10 beats per minute of the age-predicted maximum HR (220 – age). The VO₂max value was expressed as a relative value (milliliters per minute per body mass; ml kg⁻¹ min⁻¹). Time to exhaustion was recorded as the time from the start of the run until the point of exhaustion (the time at which the subject could no longer maintain the pace of the treadmill).

Determination of the Ventilatory Threshold and Respiratory Compensation Point. The VT and RCP were determined using the V-slope method described by Beaver et al. (2). The VT and RCP were defined as the VO₂ value corresponding to the intersection of two linear regression lines derived separately from the data points below and above the breakpoint in the VCO₂ versus the VO₂ and the VE versus the VCO₂ relationships, respectively (Figure 1). Additionally, to increase the accuracy of the identification of the VT and RCP, a visual identification technique was used as described below. The VT was determined using the criteria of an increase in the VE/VO₂ with no increase in the VE/VCO₂ and an increase in the end-tidal O₂ pressure with no decrease in the end-tidal CO₂ pressure, whereas the RCP corresponded to an increase in the VE/VCO₂.
and decrease in the end-tidal CO$_2$ pressure. To reduce the variability connected with the identification of the VT and RCP, analyses were performed by two independent investigators. If there was disagreement, the opinion of a third investigator was sought. Each of the following variables was recorded at both the VT and the RCP: running speed (km h$^{-1}$), VO$_2$ (ml kg$^{-1}$min$^{-1}$) and VO$_2$ as a percentage of the VO$_{2\max}$ (%VO$_{2\max}$).

**Figure 1.** Examples showing methods of determining the ventilatory threshold (a) and the respiratory compensation point (b) in one subject.

**Determination of the Isocapnic Buffering and Hypocapnic Hyperventilation Phases.** The ICB phase was calculated as the difference in VO$_2$ between the RCP and VT (23) and was expressed in either absolute or relative values (expressed as a percentage of the RCP previously described by Röcker et al. (13)). The HHV phase was calculated as the difference in VO$_2$ between the end of exercise and the RCP (23) and was expressed in either absolute or relative values (expressed as a percentage of VO$_{2\max}$ and maximal running speed).

**Statistical Analyses.** Data are reported as the means ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical significance was accepted at $p < 0.05$. The normality of the data was examined by performing the Shapiro-Wilk test on all measured variables. Between two groups comparisons were made using either independent t-tests or the Mann-Whitney U test according to the distribution. Pearson product-moment correlations were determined for all correlation analyses. Simple linear regression analysis was used to determine the success of prediction. To allow a better interpretation of the results, effect sizes were also calculated using Cohen’s d (24). Effect sizes were interpreted as negligible ($d \geq 0.2$), small ($0.2 \leq d \leq 0.5$), medium ($0.5 \leq d \leq 0.8$) or large ($0.8 \geq d$). IBM SPSS 21 software (IBM SPSS Statistics 21 Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for the statistical analyses. Linear regression analyses were performed by using the Sigma Plot program (Sigma Plot 12.0, Systat Software Inc., Chicago, USA).

**RESULTS**

The VO$_{2\max}$, maximal running speed, time to exhaustion, VO$_2$ at the VT and RCP, and running speed at the VT were higher in the endurance athletes than in the team sport athletes ($p < 0.01$). There were no significant differences between the two groups for running speed at the RCP ($p > 0.05$). The VT expressed as % VO$_{2\max}$ was significantly higher in the endurance athletes than in the team sport athletes ($p < 0.001$), whereas the RCP expressed as % VO$_{2\max}$ showed similar values in both groups ($p > 0.05$). Both the absolute and relative ICB phase values were found to be significantly higher in team sport athletes than in endurance athletes ($p < 0.001$). There were no significant differences between the two groups in both absolute and relative HHV values ($p > 0.05$).
The relative ICB phase was significantly negatively correlated with the VO2max (r = 0.517, p < 0.001), the VO2 at the VT (r = 0.755, p < 0.001), and the VO2 at the RCP (r = 0.517, p = 0.001). A weaker but significant negative correlation was also found between the absolute ICB phase and VO2max (r = 0.242, p < 0.05) and the VO2 at the VT (r = 0.497, p < 0.001). There was no correlation between the absolute ICB phase and the VO2 at the RCP (r = −0.238, p = 0.05). In addition, a significant positive correlation was found between the VO2max and VO2 at the VT (r = 0.911, p < 0.001) and the VO2 at the RCP (r = 0.943, p < 0.001).

**DISCUSSION**

This study was performed to clarify the relationship between the ICB phase and VT as well as the VO2max and to compare the ICB phase between team sport athletes and endurance athletes. The results of this study indicated that the VO2max and VT values as well as maximal running speed and time to exhaustion were higher in the endurance athletes (despite performing the test at a 5% incline) than in the team sport athletes, indicating that the endurance athletes have a higher aerobic capacity. On the other hand, both the absolute and relative ICB phase values were higher in team sport athletes than in endurance athletes. In addition, our results indicated that the magnitude of the ICB phase is more closely related to the VT rather than the VO2max and RCP in trained athletes.

Because the available literature that addresses the ICB phase is sparse, this study compared the ICB phase of aerobic- and anaerobic-trained athletes. To our knowledge, only three studies have compared the ICB phase between aerobic- and anaerobic-trained athletes. Our findings are in accordance with these studies, showing a higher relative ICB phase in anaerobic-trained athletes than in endurance-trained athletes. Hirakoba et al. found a greater lactate increase during the ICB phase in sprinters than in long-distance runners (12). Röcker et al. reported that the ICB phase, with the difference between the running speed at LT and at that RCP expressed as a percentage of the RCP, was higher in elite 400-m runners than in an aerobic-trained group (13). On the
other hand, in their study, the VO\textsubscript{2max} and maximal running speed did not differ between 400-m runners and the aerobic-trained group. Similarly, Hasanli et al. found that although the relative lactate changes during the ICB phase were higher in sprint-trained cyclists than in endurance-trained cyclists, there were no significant differences in the VO\textsubscript{2max} between the two groups (8). Our study can be considered to be an appropriate model for the investigation of the ICB phase in aerobic- and anaerobic-trained athletes.

It has been demonstrated that the longer ICB phase in trained subjects was associated with the RCP occurring at higher intensities of exercise (25). Oshima et al. showed that endurance training above the AT was more effective in increasing the RCP than in increasing the VT (23). According to Chicharro et al., intense training sessions involving anaerobic metabolism improves the buffering capacity, leading to a shift in the RCP towards higher intensities, and consequently extends the ICB phase (6). On the other hand, training sessions involving aerobic metabolism may induce a similar shift in both the VT and RCP (6). From these results, the effect of high intensity training sessions on the RCP appears to be greater than the AT. In our study, there were no significant differences in relative RCP values between the team sport athletes and endurance athletes, which may have been due to having trained

Figure 2. Correlation between A) VO\textsubscript{2max} and ventilatory threshold, B) VO\textsubscript{2max} and respiratory compensation point, C) relative isocapnic buffering phase and ventilatory threshold, and D) relative isocapnic buffering phase and respiratory compensation point in all subjects.
athletes in both groups. Therefore, the greater ICB phase found in the team sport athletes may be attributable to their lower relative VT. Increased buffer capacities in the anaerobic-trained athletes may be a contributing factor in enhancing anaerobic performance capacities (26). On the other hand, the age differences between team sport athletes and endurance athletes should be taken into account when interpreting the findings.

The VO_{2max} together with the VT are the most important physiological variables used in the evaluation of aerobic endurance (27). Therefore, it is expected that endurance athletes have high VT values. Different physiological adaptations occur depending on the intensity and duration of the training program. Traditionally, cross-country skiers are trained at intensities below the VT in most of their training sessions (1). It has been suggested that lower intensity training at levels slightly below the AT mainly induces central adaptations, which result in an increase of the AT and provide improvements in bodily processes, such as in pulmonary diffusion, hemoglobin affinity and cardiac output (28). Another possible explanation for the high VT values of the endurance athletes (vs. team sport athletes) may be related to the genetic makeup of this group. The percentage of slow-twitch muscle fibers and the respiratory capacity of muscles may play an important role in determining the relative AT (29). Ivy et al. reported a strong positive correlation between the lactate threshold (LT) values and the percentage of slow-twitch muscle fibers and muscle’s respiratory capacity (29).

It has been shown that there is a greater muscle buffering capacity in anaerobic-trained athletes than in endurance athletes (30). During the ICB phase, more H^+ has been reported to be buffered by the non-bicarbonate buffer system in sprint-trained cyclists than in endurance cyclists (8). Depending on differences in the metabolic pathways used during training sessions, the AT, the RCP and consequently the ICB phase varies between aerobic- and anaerobic-trained athletes. Team sport athletes are required to repeatedly produce maximal or near maximal activities interspersed with brief recovery periods through either daily practice or matches (31). This intermittent-type exercise predominantly stimulates anaerobic energy pathways during high intensity exercise periods while aerobic metabolism gains importance at recovery intervals (32,33). A large accumulation of lactate and H^+ during high intensity exercise may provide an important stimulus for adaptations of the muscle pH regulating systems (34). This finding is supported by increases in the muscle buffer capacity in response to high-intensity interval training (35). In addition, sprint training has been reported to increase the muscle buffer capacity, whereas endurance training showed no effect (36). Presumably, the anaerobic training stimulus for team sport athletes may have been to enhance the ICB phase, which may be attributable to the improvement of the buffering capacity as the contributing factor to the tolerance of high-intensity exercise.

Some researchers suggested that the ICB phase contributes to the aerobic capacity in athletes (7). Previous studies indicated a positive correlation between the ICB phase and VO_{2max} in athletes (7,23). On the other hand, according to some researchers, the ICB phase is not related to the endurance performance in endurance athletes (11). In this study, the ICB phase was higher in team sport athletes than endurance athletes despite the VO_{2max} being higher in the endurance athletes. Oshima et al. showed that the ICB phase is more strongly correlated with the VO_{2max} than the AT in athletes (7). However, the sample size was too small for regression analysis in these studies. When pooling the data from all groups, our results indicated a strong positive correlation between the VO_{2max} and the VT as well as the RCP. However, we found a weak negative correlation between the relative ICB phase and VO_{2max}. It has been suggested that the length of the ICB phase is more closely related to the training status rather than the VO_{2max} (25). Hirakoba et al. showed that the relative lactate increase during the ICB phase was inversely correlated with both the VO_{2max} and VO_{2} at the LT in sprinters and long-distance runners (12). Similarly, Hasani et al. found a significant negative correlation between the VO_{2max} and relative lactate changes during the ICB phase in sprint-trained and endurance-trained cyclists (8). On the other hand, they found a positive correlation between the relative lactate changes during the ICB phase with the maximal
accumulated oxygen deficit as the anaerobic capacity index. Our data indicated that a relative ICB phase was more strongly negatively correlated with the VT in comparison to the VO2max and RCP.

**CONCLUSION**

Relative VT values were found to be significantly higher in endurance athletes than in team sport athletes, while relative RCP values were similar in both groups. Therefore, the greater IBC phase found in the team sport athletes may be attributable to the lower relative VT. Our findings would suggest that, for trained athletes, the magnitude of the ICB phase is more closely related to the VT rather than the VO2max and RCP. Presumably, high intensity intermittent-type exercises in team sport athletes may have improved their buffering capacity, leading to a shift in the RCP without change in the VT, and consequently enhancing the ICB phase.

**APPLICABLE REMARKS**

- It can be seen that team sport athletes have a greater ICB phase than endurance athletes. The ICB phase may be related to the buffering capacity and a greater percentage of energy production from anaerobic metabolism during exercise.
- Evaluation of the ICB phase of athletes can provide important information about the physical demands of different sport branches and the physiological adaptations to sport-specific training.
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